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Abstract

Introduction

This paper presents a new fixture design methodology for
sheet metal assembly processes. It focuses on the impact of
fixture position on the dimensional quality of sheet metal
parts after assembly by considering the effect of part variation, tooling variation and assembly springback. An optimization algorithm combines finite element analysis and
nonlinear programming methods to determine the optimal
fixture position such that assembly variation is minimized.
The optimized fixture layout enables significant reduction in
assembly variation due to part and tooling variation. A case
study is presented to illustrate the optimization procedure.

Assembly processes are commonly used in the
production of various consumer goods. Product
manufacturing can be decomposed into two steps.
First, components are fabricated using different methods such as machining, casting, injection molding,or
metal forming. Second, these components are assembled or joined together using welding, riveting,
fastening,or other joining methods. Fabrication processes are not perfect. They introduce variation in
the components. In addition, assembly processes
have their own variability. As a result, the dimensional quality of the final product is influenced by
both component variation and assembly process
variation. This paper focuses on variation analysis
in sheet metal assemblies.
Several authors have proposed methodologies to
predict variation in sheet metal assemblies (Jin and
Shi 1999; Mantripragada and Whitney 1999; Ding,
Ceglarek, and Shi 2000; Liu and Hu 1997; Rong,
Ceglarek, and Shi 2000). They identified three sources
of variation in such assemblies: component variation,
fixture variation, and joining tool variation. Assuming rigid parts, Jin and Shi as well as Mantripragada
and Whitney proposed a variation propagation model
using state transition models. Ding, Ceglarek, and Shi
(2000, 2002) developed a complete state-space modeling approach for dimensional control of in-plane
rigid body motion of the assembly components. They
considered two types of dimensional variation, part
error and fixture error.
Considering the compliant nature of sheet metal
parts, Liu and Hu presented a model to analyze the
effect of component deviations and assembly
springback on assembly variation by applying linear mechanics and statistics. The model considered
the process at a station level. Using finite element
methods (FEM), they constructed a sensitivity matrix for compliant parts of complex shapes. The sensi-
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Nomenclature
Fi

Force applied by a position welding gun over
part i
Li Locator i
K a Stiffness matrix of assembly (m×n matrix)
Ku Stiffness matrix of parts (m×n matrix)
M Relocation matrix (n×n matrix)
Mi Relocation matrix for part i (n×n matrix)
Ri Response force at locator i
Si Sensitivity matrix for part i (m×n matrix)
Sf Sensitivity matrix for fixture errors (m×q
matrix)
Va Assembly deviation after assembly process
(m vector)
Vi Part i deviation (n vector)
Vf Fixture deviation (q vector)
Vg Welding gun deviation (p vector)
Vsb Assembly springback for a welding gun error (m vector)
Vu Part or component initial deviation (n vector)
Vu Part deviation after the relocation process (n
vector)
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tivity matrix established a linear relationship between
N-2-1 optimal design was solved using nonlinear
the incoming part deviation and the output assembly
programming. The workpiece deformation was caldeviation. Camelio, Hu, and Ceglarek (2003) extended
culated using finite element methods.
this methodology to multistation assembly systems.
Even though some authors have addressed fixFixtures play an important role in sheet metal asture layout optimization for compliant sheet metal
sembly. In general, fixture elements can be classified
assembly, they have only studied the effect of exterby functionality into locators and clamps. Locators esnal force disturbances and neglected the impact of
tablish the datum reference frame and provide deterfixture layout in the assembly process itself, which
ministic locating. Clamps provide total restraint by
includes the interaction between tooling and part
holding the part in position under the application of
imperfections. Figure 1 gives a graphical represenexternal forces during the manufacturing process. In
tation of the fixture design problem solved in previsheet metal assembly, locators and clamps frequently
ous work (Rearick, Hu, and Wu 1993; Cai, Hu, and
coincide in the same position. In the remainder of this
Yuan 1996) versus the fixture design approach propaper, the word fixture will be used to refer to both
posed in this paper. In Figure 1a, the objective funclocators and clamps interchangeably.
tion minimizes part deformation under the
One objective of fixture design is to determine
application of a given force. The design variables
the optimal layout of fixture elements such that fixare the fixtures’ positions. In other words, fixtures
ture-workpiece deformation during clamping and
are treated as supporting tools. Minimizing part deprocessing is minimized provided that kinematic and
formation is important in a machining operation
total restraints are satisfied (Vallapuzha et al. 2002).
where material is removed; however, this may not
Fixture design for machining processes has been
be a significant factor for sheet metal assembly. In
widely studied (Lee and Haynes 1987; Menassa and
the assembly process illustrated in Figure 1b, the
DeVries 1991; Choudhuri and De Meter 1999;
objective is to determine the impact of fixture posiKashyap and DeVries 1999; Sayeed and De Meter
tion on the final assembly variation. In other words,
1999). The traditional approach focuses on the dehow does the fixture position modify the contributermination of part and tooling deformation when
tion of part and tooling errors to the final assembly
an external force is applied over the workpiece. This
variation. In this case, fixtures are considered as
force can be located at a fixed point or moving along
sources of variation, and their placement may cause
the working surface.
the transmitted variation to be different.
Fixture design has been also studied for sheet metal
This paper focuses on the impact of fixture posiassembly. Rearick, Hu, and Wu (1993) proposed an
tion (locating elements and holding elements) on the
optimization algorithm to determine the optimal
dimensional quality of sheet metal parts after assemnumber and location of clamps required for deformbly. The fixture layout is based on an N-2-1 locating
able sheet metal parts. In 1996, Cai, Hu, and Yuan
principle. The optimization approach combines fiproposed new fixture principles for compliant sheet
nite element analysis and nonlinear programming
metal parts. They concluded that in order to locate
methods in finding the optimal fixture position that
and support compliant
sheet metal parts, it is necessary to provide more
Fixture as Support Tooling
Fixture as Variation Source
than three locators in the
primary plane due to part
flexibility. Therefore, they
+
F
proposed the N-2-1 fixture
+
principle. In addition, they
presented an optimization
+
algorithm to find the optib) Minimize Assembly Variation
a) Maximize Fixture Support
mal location of N fixtures
that minimizes the total
workpiece deflection for a
Figure 1
Problem Statement for Fixture Design
given external force. The
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minimizes assembly variation. The new objective
function differs from that in previous work because
it focuses on the assembly variation rather than on
the component deflection for a given processing load.
In this paper, part variation and tooling variation
are defined as the mean deviation, µ, and the vari2
ance of the deviation,  . Part deviation is measured
as the difference between the actual part and the
nominal part at a specific point in a given direction.
Part variation is only measured at key points, usually the points where the part will be joined and located. In this paper, part deviation is denoted as a
n×1
vector V 僆 R , the elements of which correspond
to the deviation at each key characteristic point. Tooling variation is measured as the difference between
the actual position of the tooling and its nominal or
designed position. Therefore, a non-nominal or faulty
fixture corresponds to a fixture that is forcing the
part or assembly to a non-nominal position.
The next section presents a mechanistic model to
calculate the system variation for a sheet metal assembly process, followed by the introduction of the
effect of tooling position for different source of variation scenarios. Later sections present the optimization methodology, a case study, and conclusions.

Clamping Force
F

u

Vu

a) Part Deviation from
Nominal Design

b) Part Clamped at Nominal Position
to Nominal
F

F

w

u

Vu

Welding

c) Welding

d) Clamp Release and Springback

Figure 2
Sheet Metal Assembly Process (Camelio, Hu, and Ceglarek 2003)

springback processes: tooling is closed, parts are
joined together, and the assembly springs back. Both
processes will impact assembly variation. The assembly process is exemplified using a 2-D beam,
but the same approach can be extended to 3-D.
Locating Process
Figure 3 shows the relocation effect on the primary plane for a 2-D beam. In the 2-D case, a 3-2-1
locating scheme assumes two (2) locators in the primary plane and one (1) locator in the secondary
plane. In this example, part 1 is located using locators P1 and P2. Once the part is moved to another
station, a new set of locators is utilized; then the input part variation for the joining process will be
modified according to the new locators, Q1 and Q2.
Considering part out-of-plane deviation at points
Q1 and Q2, the change in the coordinates of point A
(part 1) due to relocating can be obtained using homogeneous transformations. Assuming small deviations, the displacements in the x direction can be
neglected. Therefore, the linear relationship of the
part deviation in the z direction (out-of-plane) due to
reorientation will be as follows:

Assembly Model
The assembly process is modeled based on the
mechanistic variation simulation methodology developed by Liu and Hu (1997). This methodology
assumes that: sheet metal deformation is in the linear elastic range; the material is isotropic; the fixture
and weld gun are rigid; there is no thermal deformation; and the stiffness matrix remains constant for
small part deformations. The joining method considered is resistance spot welding. As shown in Figure 2, the process is decomposed into four steps:
1. Parts are loaded in the assembly station (Figure 2a)
2. Tooling is closed, deforming the parts to a nominal position (Figure 2b)
3. Parts are assembled together (Figure 2c)
4. Tooling and extra locators are released and the
assembly springs back (Figure 2d)

⎡ Vu
−Vu ⎤ ⎡ ∆zQ1 ⎤
∆Vu = ⎢
−1
⎥⋅⎢
⎥
xQ2 − xQ1 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ ∆zQ2 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ xQ2 − xQ1
M
where M is the relocation matrix. Extending the
same concept to different points on the part, the part
deviation due to relocation can be written in a matrix form:

The four steps of the sheet metal assembly process can be modeled as two sequential subprocesses.
First, the locating process: the parts are loaded and
located in the station. Second, the joining and
184
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Figure 3
Locating Process from Station (k) to (k+1)

Vu′ = Vu + M ⋅ Vu = M ⋅ Vu

Finally, combining the relocation process [Eq. (1)]
and the joining process [Eq. (4)], the assembly process
variation for compliant parts can be obtained using:

(1)

where Vu is the part deviation vector before locating, and Vu is the part deviation vector after the part
has been located in the new station.

Va = S ⋅ M ⋅ Vu

Joining and Springback Process
Based on the simulation method proposed in Liu
and Hu (1997), the assembly deviation Va (Figure 2)
can be determined knowing the input part variation,
Vu, the components stiffness, Ku, and the assembly
stiffness, Ka [Eq. (2)].

Va = [Ka]–1  Ku  Vu

(2)

S = [Ka]–1  [Ku]

(3)

Va = S  Vu

(4)

(5)

Tooling Impact
Part deviation is only one source of variation in
sheet metal assembly. Tooling variation could also
be an important contributor to assembly variation.
Consequently, it is necessary to study the effect of
tooling variation on the assembly variation. Tooling
variation can be decomposed into two independent
sources: weld gun variation and fixture variation,
including clamps and locators. In this paper, two
approaches are presented. First, tooling is considered to be perfect and the effect of fixture position is
studied in the presence of part variation. Second,
the impact of tooling variation and fixture position
is analyzed.

–1

where [Ka] is the inverse matrix of the assembly
stiffness. The sensitivity matrix S [Eq. (3)] expresses
the linear relation between the assembly deviation
and the deviation for each source of variation. The
sensitivity matrix S is determined by the method of
influence coefficients (Liu and Hu 1997). This
method calculates the component/part response to a
unit force applied at each sources of variation using
finite element methods. The inverse of these responses will be the stiffness of the component. Then,
the corresponding assembly springback for a unit
displacement in each source of variation is obtained.
In other words, the method uses finite element methods (FEM) to indirectly calculate the stiffness of the
assembly and components.

No Tooling Variation
For simplicity, the impact of fixture position considering part variation is presented for a two-beam
serial assembly. However, the analysis can be extended to 3-D. Parts are located using a set of locators, where the first locator (L1 in part 1 and L4 in
part 2) locates the part in the x and y-directions and
the second locator (L2 in part 1 and L3 in part 2)
constrains the part in the y-direction (Figure 4). As
seen in Figure 4a, part 1 is not nominal. After joining both parts using spot welding (Figure 4b), some
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L3
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d) Assembly Springback for Case 2

c) Assembly Springback for Case 1

Figure 4
No Tooling Variation Assembly Process

locators are released. In this analysis, two cases are
presented:

stiffness of each part. Ka is the stiffness matrix for
the assembly after both beams are joined together.
M1 and M2 are the relocation matrices.
To study the effect of fixture position on assembly variation, simulations were performed for different fixture positions. The assembly variation was
calculated for different positions of fixture L2 on the
x-axis. As expected, the stiffness of part 1 increased
as fixture L2 is displaced away from fixture L1. In
addition, the position of locator L2 modified the relocation matrix, M1. The simulation results show that
the increase in the stiffness of the part (matrix S)
when one of the locators is moved is compensated
for the relocation effect (matrix M).
Therefore, it can be concluded that in the scenario
where there is no tooling error, but there is part deviation, the position of the locators does not impact
the final assembly variation. In other words, assembly variation only depends on component deformations before assembly. This conclusion is valid for
case 1 and case 2.
In the past, several authors have studied optimal
fixture design. The most common approach considers the support function of fixtures. In general, the
fixture objective was to minimize the part deformation under the application of an external force
(Menassa and DeVries 1991; Choudhuri and De
Meter 1999; Cai, Hu, and Yuan 1996). However, this
analysis showed that in absence of tooling error, sheet

Case 1: Part 1 is completely released after assembly (Figure 4c); that is, locators L1 and L2
are released.
Case 2: Part 1 and part 2 are not completely released after assembly; only locators L2 and
L3 are released. Therefore, the assembly is
overconstrained (Figure 4d).
It must be noted that the analysis presented is only
valid for small deformations. Figure 4 shows amplified deviations in the y-direction. The apparently
large part rotations are very small on a normal scale.
Using the assembly principle presented earlier in
this paper, the assembly variation, for cases 1 and 2,
can be calculated by Eq. (4). It must be noted that
the sensitivity matrix, S, changes for each case because the stiffness of the assembly, Ka, changes for
each set of released locators. If we consider the assembly of two serial parts, Eq. (5) can be rewritten
as follows:
Va = [Ka]  K1  M1 × V1
–1
+ [Ka]  K2  M2  V2
–1

Va = S1  M1  V1 + S2  M2  V2

(6)

(7)

where V1 and V2 represent the input variations for
each individual part, and K1 and K2 represent the
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metal assembly variation is independent of fixture
position. Moreover, support maximization can cause
an unnecessary increase in component stiffness and
may produce uncontrolled plastic deformation during the assembly process.
(a) Nominal Parts

Fixture Variation
As stated previously in this paper, the sources of
variation in sheet metal assembly process include
part variation as well as tooling variation. In fact,
Ceglarek and Shi (1995, 1996, 1998) showed that
the major root cause for auto body assembly process variation is tooling variation. This section analyzes the effect of fixture position and variation from
fixture elements on assembly variation. The analysis is illustrated with a 2-D beam example. Again,
the analysis can be extended to complex 3-D shapes
using finite element methods.
Fixture variation can be decomposed into out-ofplane variation and in-plane variation. Out-of-plane
variation is defined as the part or fixture deviation in
the part’s most flexible direction. In-plane variation
is defined as the part or fixture variation that occurs
in the plane normal to the direction of minimum stiffness. Generally, manufacturing forces are applied in
the out-of-plane direction. In-plane forces can produce buckling.
In 1996, Cai, Hu, and Yuan studied the influence
of in-plane fixture variation. They assume that parts
behaved as rigid bodies for displacement on locators in this plane. As seen in Figure 5, locator variation in the in-plane direction has a direct impact on
the assembly variation. In this case, the assembly
variation can be calculated using homogeneous
transformation matrices. It can be intuitively deduced
that for in-plane locator variation the optimal fixture
location is obtained when the locators are as far apart
as possible along the longer edge of the sheet metal
(Cai, Hu, and Yuan 1996). However, if the same fixture constrains the out-of-plane displacement, then
the effect of fixture position in the direction normal
to the surface should also be considered.

(b) Assembly Variation

Figure 5
In-Plane Fixture Variation

similar to that used to determine part variation. Therefore, using the method of influence coefficients (Liu
and Hu 1997), the final variation for fixture variation, Vf, can be obtained using Eq. (8), where Sf is
the sensitivity matrix that relates the final assembly
variation to an input fixture variation.

Va = Sf  Vf

(8)

The sensitivity matrix, Sf, is calculated by subtracting the assembly springback deformations from
the part deformed by the tooling error.
This linear relationship is valid as long as we assume small deformations. In addition, for small deformations, the effect of part variation and fixture
variation can be superposed. Then, the final variation combining both effects is as follows:

Va = S1  M1  V1 + S2  M2  V2 + Sf  Vf

(9)

The same example of a two-beam serial assembly
is used for out-of-plane fixture analysis (Figure 6).
Assuming that locator L2 has an error Vf, part 1 will
be rotated about the z-axis (Figure 6a). The error Vf
produces a gap, Vu, between parts 1 and 2 that must
be closed by the welding gun before assembly. In
addition, the presence of a non-nominal fixture will
interfere with the part when the welding gun is closed
to its nominal position (Figure 6b). After the parts
are joined together and the fixtures are released, the
assembly springs back from this non-nominal position to a new position (Figures 6c and 6d). In this
analysis, two cases are presented:

Out-of-Plane Fixture Variation
Out-of-plane fixture variation is defined as the fixture variation in the direction of flexible deformation. Using the mechanistic simulation model,
presented earlier, the effect of fixture error on the
assembly variation can be modeled using a method
187

Case 3:

Part 1 is completely released after assembly (Figure 6c); that is, locators L1 and L2
are released.

Case 4:

Part 1 and part 2 are not completely released after assembly; only locators L2 and
L3 are released. Therefore, the assembly
is overconstrained (Figure 6d).
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Figure 6
Out-of-Plane Fixture Variation

As in the case of part variation, this analysis is
used to estimate the impact of the locators’ positions
on the final assembly variation. Applying the method
of influence coefficients for different positions of
locator L2 along the x-axis, the sensitivity matrices
Sf can be obtained. Figure 7 shows Sf for different
positions of L2. In these cases, locator L2 had an offset of 1 mm. As seen in Figure 7, the final assembly
variation increases as locator L2 is moved closer to
the welding gun position or to the nominal locator
L1. Because the function is convex, there is an optimal position for L2 that minimizes the final assembly variation due to fixture error.
The effect that fixture error has on the assembly
variation can be explained by the gap between part
1 and part 2. This gap increases when the failure
locator is moved closer to another locator. When this
gap is closed by the welding gun, a relative displacement between part 1 and part 2 on the x-direction is
produced. The same phenomenon occurs when the
fixture is moved closer to the welding gun and the
part is forced to the nominal position before welding. Therefore, if the assembly is overconstrained
(Figure 6d), the relative displacement between part
1 and 2 will increase the separation between the locating holes in both parts. As a result, the assembly
will not be able to return to its nominal position. This
effect produces an assembly deviation Va. On the
other hand, if the assembly is not overconstrained,
the assembly is still longer than the distance between

Sf
(% Fixture Variation)

Case 4: Fixture L2 Released

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Fixture L2 Position
Case 4: Fixture L2 Released

Figure 7
Assembly Sensitivity for Different Fixture Positions
Considering Fixture Variation

L1 and L4, but it will return to its nominal position in
the y-direction. The relative displacement in the xdirection cannot be observed using linear static beam
theory; nonlinear geometry theory should be applied
(NLGEOM in MSC/NASTRAN).
Consequently, in the presence of tooling error
caused by a locator offset in the out-of-plane direction, the position of the fault locator or clamp will
influence the assembly variation. This conclusion is
valid when the resulting assembly is overconstrained,
Case 4 (Figure 6d). In general, to minimize the effect of fixture variation, the faulty fixture should be
moved as far from the welding locations as well as
other fixtures as possible. An exact optimal position
can be determined. In contrast, if the assembly is
not overconstrained, the tooling error will not affect
the assembly variation in the out-of-plane direction,
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Case 3 (Figure 6c). However, the assembly will be
longer than nominal in the x-direction.

Weld gun position

V1
Part 1

Welding Gun Variation
Liu and Hu (1995) demonstrated that welding gun
variation has a large impact on the final assembly
variation. The influence on assembly variation will
depend on the type of weld gun. In general, the three
types of weld guns used in industry for sheet metal
assembly are: position-controlled weld gun, equalized weld gun, and force-controlled weld gun. In
this paper, the model presented is based on the position-controlled weld gun.
A position-controlled weld gun is used to weld
two parts to a nominal position. The position-controlled weld gun model assumes that the weld gun
can apply a sufficient force to close the gap between
the deviated part and its nominal position. As shown
in Figure 8, part 1 has a deviation of V1 and part 2
has a deviation of V2. In addition, the weld gun has a
deviation, Vg, from nominal. The force required to
close the gap in part 1 and 2 will be:

Figure 8
Impact of Position Weld Gun Variation
(Camelio, Hu, and Ceglarek 2003)

The sensitivity matrix for the welding gun variation is defined in Eq. (11). This result coincides with
the “SUM ONE” property presented by Liu and Hu
(1995). This principle states that the summation of
the sensitivity coefficients of all part deviations and
the tooling deviations must equal one.
The welding gun analysis is extended to include
the influence of locator position in the presence of
welding gun error. The same two-beam example is
presented. Figure 9a shows two nominal beams that
are welded together in serial. A welding error, Vg,
forced both parts to move to a non-nominal position
(Figure 9b). In this analysis, two cases are presented:
Case 5:

F2 = K2(V2 – Vg)

Case 6:

where K1 and K2 are the stiffness matrices for part 1
and part 2, respectively.
The resulting force, F = F1 + F2, will produce
springback over the assembly. If Ka is the stiffness
of the assembly, the resulting springback will be
–1

–1

–1

a

where Vsb represents the assembly springback effect
contributed by the welding gun error. The final assembly variation will be the sum of the welding gun
deviation and its springback.
Va = Vg + (S1  V1 + S2  V2 – (S1 + S2)  Vg)

(10)

Equation (10) can be rewritten including the relocation effect in the case that the tooling location is
changed. Therefore, the part variation, Vi, will be
replaced by Mi  Vi.
V = S1  M1  V1 + S2  M2  V2 + (1 – S1 – S2)  Vg
a

Sg = (1 – S1 – S2)

Part 1 is completely released after assembly (Figure 9c); that is, locators L1 and L2
are released.
Part 1 and part 2 are not completely released after assembly; only locators L2 and
L3 are released. Therefore, the assembly
is overconstrained (Figure 9d).

Figure 10 shows welding gun sensitivity, Sg, for
different fixture positions. Sg is calculated for different positions of locators L2 and L3 along the x-axis.
The positions of L2 and L3 are defined as the distances from locator L1 and L4, respectively. From
the figure, it can be seen that the final assembly variation increases as the locators are moved closer to the
welding gun locations.
As a result, in the presence of welding gun errors,
the assembly variation is affected by fixture positions. This conclusion is valid if the assembly is
overconstrained, Case 6 (Figure 9d). In this case,
fixtures should be moved as far from the non-nominal welding guns as possible. Moreover, the analysis shows that the optimal fixture position is obtained
when the fixture is located such it does not provide
any support during the assembly process (zero stiffness). However, this solution is not feasible in a practical assembly process. Parts must be held in a

 K2]}  V2 – {[Ka]  (K1 + K2)}  Vg
–1

Part 2

Nominal

F1 = K1(V1 – Vg)

Vsb = [Ka] × F = {[K ]  K1]}  V1 + {[Ka]

V2
Vg

(11)
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Fixture Design Considering Welding Gun Variation

where the values of S1, S2, St, Sg, M1, and M2 are
function of the fixtures position. Then the assembly
variation can be defined as a function of the fixtures
position.
The objective function is defined as the sum of
squares of the deviations of a set of key characteristic points on the assembly. In other words, the total
assembly variation is defined as the sum of squares
of the elements of the vector Va. Due to the use of
finite element methods (FEM), the mesh of each part
must be defined such that each key point coincides
with a node in the mesh. Therefore, the minimization problem to select the optimal fixture position
can be written as:

Sg
(% of Welding Gun
Variation)

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Fixture L2 and L3 Location

Figure 10
Assembly Variation for Different Fixture Position
Considering Welding Gun Variation

specific position before assembly. On the other hand,
assuming that parts are perfectly elastic and are not
overconstrained, welding gun error will have no effect on the assembly dimensions in the out-of-plane
direction, Case 5 (Figure 9c).

Minimize

F ( X) = ∑ Vai ( X) 2
i =1

Subject to

G(X) ≤ 0

where F(X) is the objective function of the assembly variation for the locator position vector, X. Vi(X)
is the out-of-plane assembly deflection of the key
characteristic point i for a given fixture position vector X. The only constraint imposed over the fixture
location (X) is that the fixtures must be located over
the surface of the sheet metal part. Therefore, the
inequality constraint G(X) is defined such as the
position of the fixtures must be in a given range.
The proposed methodology combines the use of
the method of influence coefficients, finite element
methods, and nonlinear programming (Figure 11).

Optimal Fixture Design
The results presented in the previous section suggest that it is possible to find an optimal fixture position that minimizes the assembly variation given part
and tooling variation. Combining the methodologies
outlined in the different cases, and assuming small
deformations, we can estimate the assembly variation of two serial parts as follows:
Va = S1  M1  V1 + S2  M2  V2
+ Sg  Vg + Sf  Vf

n

(12)
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optimization algorithm presented here, both concepts
are necessary to calculate the assembly variation for
different fixture positions. Multipoint constraint
(MPC) is used to calculate the sensitivity matrices S1
and S2. However, MPC cannot be used to calculate
the fixture sensitivity matrix, St, because during the
analysis with FEA it is necessary to apply a unit force
over the moving fixture and MPC is limited to displacement constraints. Therefore, the model must be
remeshed to obtain St.

START

Initial Fixture
Configuration
• Obtain S1 , S2 , Sg, Sf
• Obtain M1, M2

Evaluate
Objective
Function

• Calculate Va

• Evaluate Objective Function

Gradient
Calculation

Optimal
Solution?

Yes

Application Example

END

In this section, the optimization methodology is
illustrated by an example. Two identical sheet metal
parts are joined together in one station, as shown in
Figure 12. Each part has dimensions 200 × 100 × 1
3
mm . The material is mild steel with Young’s modu2
lus E = 207,000 N/mm and Poisson ratio  = 0.3.
Three welds (W1, W2, and W3) are used to join the
parts. A 3-2-1 locating scheme is used to locate each
part. The design variable considered is the position
of locator P on part 1. Locator P constrains the part
displacement in the z-direction (out-of-plane).
The sensitivity matrices are obtained using the
FEM software ANSYS. The optimization algorithm
used is the constrained nonlinear programming function FMINCON from MATLAB. FMINCON finds a
constrained minimum of a function of several variables and allows the user to implement the objective
gradient function.
The optimization results are shown in Table 1. The
initial conditions applied are: no part variation, fixture deviation of 1 mm on locator P, and a tooling
variation vector for welding guns W1, W2, and W3,
T
Vt = [ 1.0, 1.0, 0.0 ] mm. After assembly, locating
fixture P is released. As can be seen from the results,
the final assembly variation can be reduced by 65 %
from the initial fixture position, X0 = (100, 50, 0), to
*
the optimal position X = (72.5, 0, 0). From the solution, we can see that the optimization algorithm
moves the locator P further from the main source of
variation, W1, while also avoiding the other locators
on part 1.

No
New Fixture
Configuration

Figure 11
Optimal Fixture Position Flowchart

For complex part shapes, there is no analytical relation between F(X) and X, and it is necessary to use
finite element methods (FEM) to calculate the assembly variation. Although, Eq. (12) is linear for the
input variation, the sensitivity matrices (S1, S2, Sf,
and Sg) must be obtained for each different fixture
position vector X using FEM. Due to the lack of a
close form function for F(X), the objective function
gradient vector, g, can be approximated using finite
difference method:

F (X + ∆X i ) − F (X )
∆X i
where
X i,
defined
gi =

[0

as

X i

=

… δi … 0 ] , is a perturbation vector of
the design variable X in the i-direction.
As presented by Rearick, Hu, and Wu (1993), the
FEM discrete mesh produces some optimization difficulties each time the fixture position vector is redefined. Specifically, the main problem is that NLP
algorithms can localize fixtures at any continuous
position over the geometric space, but the mesh
model only has defined some discrete position over
the part surface. Therefore, a remeshing algorithm
is necessary to redefine the nodes so that the fixtures can be located in the model. Cai, Hu, and Yuan
(1996) proposed the use of multipoint constraint
(MPC) to avoid remeshing the FEA model. In the
T

Conclusions
This paper analyzes the impact of fixture position
on sheet metal assembly variation and proposes a
fixture design methodology to minimize assembly
variation. Three sources of variation were considered: part variation, fixture variation, and welding
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100 mm

W1
200 mm

W2
W3

Z

Optimal Position
Locator P

X

Y

Figure 12
Locating Fixture Optimization for Two-Plate Assembly

Table 1
Application Example Results

Initial Fixture Location
Objective
X Location
Function
X0 = (100,50,0)

F = 0.2594

• Welding Gun Variation: In the presence of welding gun variation, assembly variation depends
on the fixture positions. The guideline for fixture design is to move fixtures as far as possible from the locations of faulty welding gun.
This minimizes any restraint to part deformation. In general, the optimal solution locates the
fixtures such that they do not provide any support to the parts during the assembly process.
However, this general solution is not feasible.
Parts must be held or supported at a specific
position before assembly.

Optimal Fixture Location
Objective
X Location
Function
X*= (72.5, 0, 0)

F = 0.0901

gun variation. The assembly process is modeled
based on the mechanistic simulation methodology
(Liu and Hu 1997). This methodology assumes that:
sheet metal deformation is in the linear elastic range;
the material is isotropic; fixture and weld gun are
rigid; there is no thermal deformation; and the stiffness matrix remains constant for small part deformations. An extension to the mechanistic simulation
model was developed to include the effects of fixture variation and welding gun variation. With respect to the impact of fixture position on assembly
variation, the following was observed:

Finally, an optimization algorithm is presented.
The algorithm allows the minimization of the final
assembly variation given part and tooling variation
by moving fixtures (locators and clamps) to optimal
positions.
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• Part Variation: In the absence of tooling variation, fixture position has no major impact on
assembly variation in the presence of part variation. The final assembly variation is only a function of part deviation. The springback effect is
totally compensated by the relocation effect
when fixtures are moved to different positions.
• Fixture Variation: In the presence of fixture variation, assembly variation depends on fixture positions. A general rule for variation reduction is to
avoid locating non-nominal fixtures close to welding locations and other fixtures. An optimal fixture position can be found.
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